
 

 

 

Dear Team Members, 

 

Plans for Re-Opening and Updated Furlough Arrangements 

 

We hope this letter finds everyone well and in good spirits as we start to see more positive 

news regarding the easing of restrictions and the progress made with the vaccination 

programme. 

 

Plans for Re-Opening 

Many of you will have seen or heard the recent statement from the First Minister of Scotland 

regarding the plans for the easing of restrictions and when different business types are 

allowed to open up again. Indoor attractions are able to open up again from Monday 26th 

April 2021 although many of the restrictions and mitigating measures (e.g. FACTS) that we 

have all become familiar with will still remain in place. Some of you will have noticed that the 

opening date for cinemas is three weeks later than indoor attractions. As we operate 2 

‘cinema type’ galleries (4D and the planetarium) within the exhibition we needed to seek 

clarification from the Scottish Government that we would be able to operate these spaces 

within the regulations. The Scottish Government have confirmed that we are able to do so 

following our already established risk assessments. 

It is our intention to open Dynamic Earth in a similar way to how we re-opened the centre in 

October last year, meaning that we will have to operate at reduced capacities until 

restrictions are eased by the Government. This is mainly due to the requirement to continue 

with 2m social distancing. At first, we plan to open each weekend starting on Saturday 

8th May 2021.  

We will open up advance ticket sales via the website as soon as possible which will allow us 

to gauge the level of demand from visitors. Monitoring demand and any further changes in 

Government policy will inform our decision making about future opening patterns. Any further 

changes to our trading pattern will be communicated to you as soon as the decisions are 

made. It may be, for example, that we decide to open some weekdays if there is any 

demand from schools or community groups. 

 

Extension of Furlough Arrangements 

We currently have three types of arrangements in place for Team Members: 

• Team Members not on furlough (working full-time) 

• Team Members on flexible furlough (working part-time) 

• Team Members on furlough (not working at all) 



We will shortly be sending out letters to extend furlough arrangements and it is our intention 

to ask all Team Members to become Flexible Furlough Workers for the duration of the 

furlough period.  

When you are a Flexible Furlough Worker you will be able to work for the company when 

there is a requirement to do so (however, this will depend on how and when Government 

restrictions are eased). On the days that a Team Member is scheduled to work, they will 

receive 100% of their normal rate of pay. On days that they are not required to work they will 

continue to be paid 80% of their normal rate as they are furloughed for these days. Advance 

notice would be provided for any Team Members going back on to their department rota.  

 

Advantages of this approach: 

• All Team Members move onto the same Flexible Furlough arrangements. 

• Makes us more agile to react to future changes in Government restrictions/advice. 

• There would be no need to send an additional agreement to Team Members to 

change their furlough status. 

This will be explained in more detail in the Flexible Furlough Agreement that will be sent to 

all Team Members. 

It should be noted that there will still be Team Members that we do not expect to be required 

to work for a while longer because of the restricted operations described above. However, 

we will continue to closely monitor Government announcements and demand levels and 

introduce changes as appropriate. 

Please feel free to get in touch with Doug Walker or Jim Gray if you have any questions 

about flexible furlough. 

Your Department/Line Managers will be in touch soon regarding when you may be required 

to return to work and with future rota details, if required. 

In the meantime, take care and stay safe. 

 

 

The Directors Team 


